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Disposable Diaper Market in Hong Kong
Since the introduction of disposable diapers in Hong Kong in
the early 1970's, the market for disposable diapers has sustained a
rapid growth year by year. Although there has been a drop in the
number of new-born babies in the 1980's compared with the 1970's,
the continuous growth in the number of working wives, coupled with
an increase in household disposable income, has enabled disposable
diapers to receive wide acceptance in the middle and upper income
groups.
The most popular brands of disposable diapers are Pampers,
Ultra Pampers, Huggies, Fitti and Pet Pet. Their products can be
classified into three categories: Small, Medium and Large. The
Small size is for new-borns to 5 kg. Medium for 5 to 11 kg. and
Large for 11 kg. and over. Their prices range from HK$0.89 per
diaper for the Fitti small size, to HK$2.24 for the Ultra Pampers
large size. Disposable diapers are sold in supermarkets, drug
stores, Seven-Eleven and.some grocery stores. It is estimated that
the market size is over 200 million Hong Kong dollars per annum.
Research Objectives
At present there is only one disposable* diaper manufacturer
in Hong Kong it produces Fitti and Pet Pet. All the other brands
available in the market are imported from the U.S.A., West Germany
or Japan. As disposable diapers are quite bulky, one would expect
the costs of freight and storage to be substantial for imported
diapers. Diapers manufactured in Hong Kong, naturally, have a' cost
advantage over imported diapers.
The objective of this research is to study the disposable
diaper market in Hong Kong, and to evaluate the feasibility of
establishing a disposable diaper manufacturing company in Hong Kong.
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Methodology
This research began with a brief study of the disposable
diaper market in the USA. The U.S. market for diapers* is the
biggest single market in the world, and the American company,
Procter Gamble, is the leader in the diaper manufacturing
industry. It is valuable to study the U.S. market for diapers to
help in this study of Hong Kong potential. The key market
information about diapers in Hong Kong was obtained by interviews.
By interviewing the distributors of diapers and different retailers
such as supermarkets and drug stores and by secondary research, I
obtained information on the following:
Market size of disposable diapers1/
2/ Market penetration




Buying behavior of consumers7/
8/ Distribution channels
Marketing strategies of various brands9/
Effectiveness of various advertising media10
Market potential for disposable adult incontinence diapers11
The final part of this research is a detailed financial
analysis for determining the commercial viability of establishing a
diaper manufacturing company in Hong Kong. Actual data was obtained
for the following analysis:
Capital Outlay Estimation
Break-even Analysis
Pro Forma Income Statement3d
Cash Flow Budgeting4d
Return on Investment5'
This research project started on the 1st of December, 1986
and finished on the 27th of April, 1987.
Whenever the word diaper(s) is used unqualified in this





THE DISPOSABLE DIAPER MARKET IN THE USA
1
History of Disposable Diapers
Disposable diapers were not thought up overnight. In the
early 1960's, a Procter Gamble (PG) engineer, who also happened
to be a grandfather, was babysitting for his first grandchild, a job
that included changing diapers. He decided there must be a better
way then using cloth diapers. He took his concern back to the
corporation. To confirm that other consumers shared the engineer's
need for an alternative diapering method, P G used consumer
research. Thousands of mothers were asked how they diapered their
babies and how they felt about their current diapering methods and
products. The consumer research showed that mothers found cloth
diapers were uncomfortable for their babies. They bunched up, did
not keep the babies dry enough, and required plastic pants that
could irritate a baby's tender skin.
Procter Gamble calculated that there were more than 15
billion diaper changes a year in the United States. This was
certainly an impressive market if an effective and efficient
alternative method of diapering could be invented. After nine
months of research, the product development team came up with a
diaper pad for insertion in plastic pants. The pad, which used a
special pleat for better fit, was absorbent and flushable. The test
market, however, was a disaster. It was test marketed in the
South. Babies could not stand the warmth due to the insulation
effect of disposable diapers plus plastic pants.
1
Extract from Pampers in Marketing by Carl McDaniel, Jr.
Haper Row, Publishers, New York, 1982
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After six months of additional research, another product was
created. The plastic pants were replaced by a newly invented thin
sheet of plastic across the back that kept the moisture in but
allowed some circulation to alleviate the hothouse effect of plastic
pants. Another invention allowed fluid to pass through the
absorbent material, but prevented most of it coming back through.
This kept babies drier and more comfortable. The new product,
Pampers, seemed to solve all the problems consumers had with cloth
diapers.
Pampers were first test-marketed in Peoria, Illinois. They
were offered for sale at a price of about 10 cents a diaper. This
price was based on the cost to product about 400 million diapers
annually. The Peoria test market was a major disappointment.
Instead of the projected national sales level of 400 million
diapers, the test indicated that the most PG could hope to sell was
less than half this amount.
The company could not afford to invest any more capital in
the equipment and machinery needed to mass-produce Pampers if this
was the best it could' expect. At this point PG had spent millions
of dollars on a product that looked like a failure. Additional
research soon uncovered the trouble: price. Consumers liked the
disposable diaper idea, but they decided that 10 cents a diaper was
too much to pay.
Although PG found some additional ways to reduce the
long-run cost of raw materials, production, and delivery, the
savings were nowhere near enough to enable the company to lower the
price of Pampers. There was only one way to achieve the necessary
savings while maintaining quality: increase volume. If, instead of
400 million diapers a year, Pampers could sell a billion diapers,
they could be sold at 6 cents each. This was because fixed costs
would be spread over a greater number of units and additional
economies of scale could be achieved at that higher diaper volume.
The product was introduced in Sacramento, California, at the
new price in 1965. Consumer response was immediate. At the new
price, consumers began using Pampers regularly and not just for
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trips or under special circumstances. They began to make repeat
purchases of Pampers. Additional test markets were opened, and the
success story continued. As the company rolled the product out
nationally, new manufacturing facilities had to be completed to meet
demand. Strong demand and limited supply-a combination that
generally pushes prices up-did not faze PG. The price of Pampers
was relatively constant. By 1976, almost half the babies in the
United States were wearing Pampers.
Market Profile
There are a total of 15 companies in North America going




Georgia- Pacific (Riegel Textile)4)
Whitestone Products5)
Chicopee (Johnson Johnson)6)





Universal Converters (Wisconsin)ii 12
Health Care Diaper Inc. (Richmond, British Columbia)13
Associated Hygienic Products (Los Angeles)14
American Tissue Corp. (Farmingdale, New York)15
The above 15 companies may be classified into two categories:
Procter Gamble and Kimberly-Clark as national brand manufacturers
and the rest of the 13 companies as private-label manufacturers.
The private-label manufacturers are suppliers of store brands
to supermarkets, drug chains and mass merchandisers. Although most
of the supermarket and drug chains are retailers for national
brands, they need private label suppliers as a means of
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differentiation. They need to create store loyalty which they can
not achieve with national brands. Private-labels can provide a
competitive edge in a crowded marketplace, and give some degree of
price insulation derived from the uniqueness of the product. They
usually provide better margins, and the products can be coordinated
to fit with the store image. Disposable diapers are the largest
single private-label category for most chains. For many it is the
cornerstone of their whole program.
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Changes in Diaper Market Shares in the USA
Up until 1980-81, market shares did not change greatly from
one year to the next. Procter Gamble, which manufactured the
national brands called Pampers and LUVS, held an 80% market share,
and private-label manufacturers 20%. When Kimberly-Clark launched
Huggies into the market, some dramatic changes took place. By 1982,
Procter Gamble's market share had dropped to 66%, and continued to
drop to roughly 46% by early 1985. Meanwhile, Huggies reached a
peak of better than 36%. Private-labels, who once enjoyed as much
as 20% of the market, dropped to below 10% in mid- 1985.
At the beginning of 1985, Procter Gamble launched a new
generation of disposable diapers to recapture some the ground lost
to Huggies. The new generation of disposable diapers were named
Ultra Pampers. They were thinner and more absorbent. Procter
Gamble had also upgraded LUVS to a snug, form-fitting, thick diaper
and called it Baby PANTS. By the end of 1985, Procter Gamble's
share rebounded to 55%, of which Pampers had 35% and LUVS 20%.
Procter Gamble and Kimberly-Clark together controlled over 85% of
the market.
PG- Doubles Its Diapers Advertising, Page 122
Advertising Age, Oct. 28, 1985
Questions Unfold on PG's Pampers Move Page 28,
Advertising Age, Jan 28, 1985
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Market Penetration and Market Growth in the USA
In 1985, sales of disposable aiapers reacnea aoouL u041c.0
billion at retail in the U.S., up 4% from 1984's US$2.7 billion.
The total number of births in the United States is about 3.8
million a year. Average duration of diapering for a new-born baby
is about two years. On average, therefore, there are about -7.6
million babies in diapers at any one time. The average cost for one
week's supply of diapers is about US$9 whether it is for 32 Large,
or 48 Medium, or 66 Small. Total diapering cost for each baby,
therefore, worked out to US$470 per year. Based on recorded retail
sales of US$2.8 billion, actual consumption was US$368 per year per
baby, or a penetration of 78%.
According to the National Institute of Infant Services, the












With market penetration at 187, it seemea tnere was stiii
some room for growth, particularly when compared with the 100%
penetration level in Sweden. However, although there was growth in
the sales of disposable diapers, the increase in the unit volume was
stagnant at about 18 billion units per year. The increase in dollar
value was mainly due to the increase in the price per unit.
3. Diaper Services Unwrapping Market Potential Page 26,
Advertising Age, 'Feb 14, 1985
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The stagnant growth in market penetration was due to two
reasons: 1) There were still many families who could not afford
US400- X500 per year for disposable diapers 2) Many mothers
believed that things which were natural would be best for their
babies.. They believed in natural childbirth, breast-feeding and
cloth diapers made from cotton. They worried that synthetic diapers
would cause baby skin rashes.
In fact, the sales of disposable diapers in the US might have
already reached its peak. Birthrates and projected number of births
were estimated by the government to be almost static for the next
few years. As the manufacturers were continuously perfecting the
quality of their disposable diapers, parents would not see the need
to change their baby's diaper as frequently as before. As a result,
there might be a decline in unit sales or even in dollar sales in
the near future.
Product Changes in the Past Few Years
Pampers had been the yardstick for the disposable diaper
business for a long time. Since Kimberly-Clark launched its Huggies
in 1981, Huggies was also perceived by the mothers to be one of the
market leaders. Private-label manufacturers were forced by their
buyers to match Pampers or Huggies specifications. Food and drug
chains wanted to have their, store brands identical to the market
leaders.
The shaped, elastic-leg design to replace the wing-fold
design was first introduced by Huggies which had contributed a great
deal to the success of Huggies. The use of superabsorbent ploymers
in the Ultra Pampers was another dramatic change recently.
Superabsorbent polymers had been used in feminine napkins and adult
incontinence pads for some time before. Superabsorbent polymers
were powder like materials which had much higher absorbency than the
conventional fluff used in- disposable diapers. By adding
superabsorbent polymers in the core of disposable diapers, the
quantity of fluff could be reduced. Hence, the Ultra Pampers were
thinner and more absorbent than Pampers.
9
Additional features such as elastic waist, and the blue
ribbon plastic barrier at the waist which provided better
protection against leakage were also widely followed by
private-label manufacturers. It was remarkable that private-label
manufacturers took only 6-8 months to keep up with the changes of
the market leaders. Within that span of time, all major
private-label manufacturers had come out with blue waistshield and
superabsorbent diapers.
Market for Adult Incontinence Diapers
There are many different types of incontinence among men and
women. Most people suffer from urinary incontinence only. Double
incontinents, defined as people with both urinary and fecal
problems, amount to a relatively small proportion of potential
disposable product users. The degree of urinary incontinence varies
from light to heavy. Stress incontinence is very frequent among
women, accounting for over one half of all female cases. It is
caused by a sagging bladder or injured urethra. Multiple childbirth
is often a cause of this type of incontinence. Urine loss is
typically light. Urge incontinence results in somewhat heavier
urine loss. It is caused by reduced bladder capacity as a result of
neurological injury, an enlarged prostate in men, cystitis and
pregnancy in women, stroke, dementia, and tumors. Dribbling or
overflow incontinence is more common among men than women but is
generally prevalent in older people. Urine loss may be light •to
moderate. The cause is an obstruction in the neck of the bladder,
prostate or urethra. Sensory incontinence occurs because the
bladder is basically less sensitive to being stretched the person
does not realize it is full. This type of incontinence is very
prevalent among the elderly and may lead to moderate to severe urine
1 ess.
Some severe incontinence can be cured' by surgery or drug
therapy. If these approaches do not work, incontinence must be
managed through the use of absorbent pads, or mechanical appliances
such as catheters (body-worn urinals). Minor incontinence,
particularly that in women, usually cannot be cured surgically or
through drug- therapy. Mechanical devices are not really
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appropriate. Pelvic strengthening exercises may help alleviate the
problem. However, for many of these sufferers, absorbent pads
represent the best solution.
According to a study carried out by John R. Staw, Inc. 4 in
1986, there were as many as 12-14 million people in the U.S. who
might fall into the category of regular incontinence (two or more
episodes of urinary incontinence per month) in 1985. Out of this
12-14 billion people, 6.9 million were potential users of
incontinence diapers. It was projected that by 1991, the potential
user would expand to 7.4 million people.
Sales to the end-users of disposable adult incontinence
diaper reached an estimated US$260 million in 1985, up from US$220
million in 1984, US$100 million in 1982, and US$10 million in 1978.
Sales to consumers represented about 25% of the 1985 total or US$65
million the balance institutional. During the period 1980-85, this
business expanded at an average annual rate of 38%. Recently, the
consumer sector has been growing more rapidly then institutional
volume. The US$65 million in consumer sales in 1985 was 85% more
than that in 1984.
Sales of adult incontinence diapers in 1984 and 1984 are
summarised as follows:





Overall, adult d1sposadles nave penetratea sligntly over lino
of the theoretically available U.S. market. Only about 3% of the
potential consumer market has been penetrated, but over 40%
penetration of the institutional market has been achieved. In round
1. Outlook for the Disposable Adult Incontinence Pad
Business by John R. Starr Inc., management consultants,
Osterville, Massachusetts, USA.
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members, this means that the potentially available market is about
USt2.6 billion. This is based on the total potential pad sales of
iust over 7illion units ner vear.
The size and potential of the disposable adult incontinence
pad business have attracted the attention of a number of firms.
Procter Gamble is the overall leader in the United States market.
Kimberly-Clark leads in the fast-growing consumer sector of the
business. Many other large companies have also participated in the
U.S. market. These include Johnson Johnson, Weyerhaeuser, Squibb,
and the Whitestone division of Ipco as many as two dozen smaller
firms are in the business also.
During the past year, many technological advances have taken
place, relating to adult incontinence products. A principal object
of an adult incontinence product is to provide a receptacle,
container, pouch or bucket, for short-term containment of urine or
feces, rather than the somewhat longer- wearing time which is
customary for baby diapers. There are basically two types of adult
incontinence pads: diaper style and insert-style pad. Example of
diaper style is the Fitted Brief of Kimberly-Clark. It is
intended for the bedridden patients in the non-institutionalized,
home-care environment. The Johnson Johnson Serenity product is
an insert-style pad. It is targeted at the light incontinent
patients or those who have a more severe problem but are cautiously
ambulatory. It can be folded and individually packaged to provide
concealment prior to use.
It is apparent that the growth of the adult incontinence
diaper market results from two factors. First, the• sheerly
demographic fact of an aging population. There are increasing
numbers of potential users for incontinence diapers. The aging
population is also more affluent than before. They demand products
of high quality and convenient to use. And second, baby diaper
manufacturers such as Procter Gamble and Kimberly-Clark, who have
the technological knowhow and physical capacities for producing baby
diapers, are keen to find new markets which they can serve by using
the same technology in new ways.
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CHAPTER III
THE DISPOSABLE DIAPER MARKET IN HONG KONG
There are six leading brands of disposable diapers in Hong
Kong. They are: Ultra Pampers, Pampers, Huggies, Fitti, Pet Pet and
Kao Merries. There are also several other brands which are seldom
or never advertised and therefore less well-known to the public. An
example is Cuddlies, which is imported by Watson's from Ireland
directly. The sales outlets of these less well-known brands are
limited and their turnovers are negligible compared with the leading
brands. There is a recent new entry called Mamy Poko from Japan
recently. Mamy Poko is frequently advertised on television but
whether it can become a leading brand is yet to be seen. All the
available disposable diapers available in the market are imported
except Fitti and Pet Pet. They are manufactured by Disposable Soft
Goods Limited in Hong Kong.
There are nonspecific figures on the quantity or dollar value
of disposable diaper imports. However, from the Hong Kong Census
and Statistics Department, the statistics of the import item code
642850 which included Sanitary towels and tampons, and baby napkins
(diapers), of paper or cellulose wadding can give us some insight
of the increase in the import of disposable diapers.
5Code 642850 Sanitary towels and baby disposable diapers




Although the statistics include sanitary towels, it is
reasonable to suggest that the increase in imports was mainly due to
the sales increase of baby disposable diapers.
I
Hong Kong Trade Statistics 1984, 1985 and 1986 by Census
and Statics Department, Hong Kong
There are statistics on the import or'ciotn aiapers puollsnea
in the HONG KONG Trade Statistics by the Hong Kong Census
Statistics Department, although the dollar value is relatively small.





We can see that the import of cloth diapers has been almost
static during the past 3 years.
Theoretical Market Size of Disposable Diaper!
The diapering period for a new-born baby is normally two
years. On average a baby would require six diapers per day.
According to the 1986 By-Census in Hong Kong, there were
73,747 babies who were 0-12 months old, and 72,681 babies who were
1-2 years old. Therefore, the potential consumption of diapers is
about 320 million units per annum. Based on an average price of
HK$1.50 per disposable diaper, the theoretical market is worth
HK$480 million.
Distribution Channels
All the leading brands of disposable diapers are distributed
by large trading companies in Hong Kong, or by manufacturers through
their branch offices in Hong Kong.
DistributorBrand
Procter Gamble (HK) Ltd.Ultra Pampers
Procter Gamble (HK) Ltd.Pampers
Oriental Trading Co. (HK) Ltd.Fitti
Oriental Trading Co. (HK) Ltd.Pet Pet
Edward Keller (HK) Ltd.Huggi es
Kao (HK) Ltd.Kao Merries
Swire Loxley Ltd.Mammy Poko
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Disposable diapers are sold at both chain stores and
independent stores. Major chain stores are Park'N Shop
supermarkets, Wellcome supermarkets, Watson's drug stores, Mannings
drug stores and Seven-Eleven. There are altogether over 500 such
chain, stores. In addition there are a total of over 1600
independent drug stores, corner stores and independent supermarkets
which also sell disposable diapers.
Prices of Disposable Diapers
Prices of disposable diapers varied as much as 20% at
different outlets. Representative prices were recorded from a
Park'N Shop supermarket on the 1st of March, 1987. They were as
follows:













24 28.50Small 1.19Kao Merries
1.44Medium 24 34.50
46.50Large 24 1.94
At Watson's, Huggies were sold at HK$29.90 for all sizes
which was about 10% above the price at Park'N Shop. At
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Seven-Eleven, Huggies were sold at HK$31.50 which was even 16% more
expensive. Prices at independent stores varied from store to
store. In general, their prices were about the same as that of
chain supermarkets. However, some stores were selling at cost,
which--was about 10% below the price at supermarkets, in a bid to
attract customers who might also want to buy other things.
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Advertising
According to the data provided by an advertising agency, the
total advertising expenditure on various brands of disposable














The sharp increase of 74% in total advertising expenditure
between 1985 and 1986 was mainly due to the introduction of Ka.o
Merries and Mamy Poko into the Hong Kong market. Out of the HK$15.8
million advertising expenditure in 1986, HK$14.4 million was spent
on television advertising. HK$0.6 million was spent on newspapers
and HK$0.8 million was spent on magazines.
6'c Source: Jader Advertising Ltd.
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rnnnmir and Demographic Factors
The sales of disposable diapers are obviously very much
influenced by the economic and demographic factors. According to
the Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department, monthly household
income has been increasing steadily in the past 10 years.
198619 811976




Thus, it can be seen that the median monthly household income
increased 262%, from HKtl,425 in 1976 to W5,160 in 1986. Taking
into account the increase in consumer prices between 1976 and 1986,
real income for households increased 58% over the period, or grew at
an average annual rate of 7.3 per cent during the first half of the
period and at a rate of 2.7 per cent during the latter half. The
increase in household income had enabled disposable diapers to
become affordable to more families.
The average household size showed a significant decrease over
the last ten years. Whereas there were 4.2 persons per domestic
household in 1976, there were only 3.7 in 1986. There was a drop in
the number of new-born babies from the average of about 83,000 in
1970's to only about 73,000 in the past two years. As there are now
increasing number of small families with only one or two children,
families can afford to spend more money on disposable diapers for
their babies.
There has also been a significant change in age distribution
during the past 10 years. The population has been aging at a fast
rate. The median age increased from 23.9 in 1976, to 26.0 in 1981,
and then to 28.6 in 1986. The age group of 65 and over increased
from 6.6% An 1981 to 7.6% in 1986. The continuously increasing
percentage of old people in Hong Kong suggests a good opportunity
HONG 'KONG 1986 By-Census, Census and Statistics7
Department, Hong Kong
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for adult incontinence pads. As noted previously, the technology is
similar to that used in babies' disposable diapers, and the
viability of the concept has been proven in the marketplace.
Findings From Interviews
Five interviews were conducted between the 4th of April 1987
and the 16th of April, 1987. The objectives of the interviews were
to find out the key market information from the companies who are in
disposable diaper business. It was decided that a quantitative type
of interview was not appropriate for this purpose. The interviews
were conducted in the form of a general discussion (semi-structured).
(1) Edward Keller Co. Ltd.
The marketing manager of non-food products and the product
manager of Huggies were interviewed. Edward Keller has been the
distributor for Kimberly-Clark for many years. They launched
Huggies in Hong Kong in 1982. They reckoned that the success of
Huggies was mainly due to the aggressive research and development of
Kimberly-Clark. They were the first company to use the shaped,
elastic-leg design which provided a much better fit and received
wide acceptance in the market. Regarding the Hong Kong market, they
reckoned that they ranked number three, after Fitti and Pampers.
Their major competitor is Pampers, as both of them are positioned as
premium brands.
They did a market survey last year and found that the market
penetration in Hong Kong was the second highest in Asia after
Japan. When families with new-born babies were asked whether they
had used disposable diapers on the day before the interview, 55% of
the respondents replied 'Yes'. When they were asked whether they
had used disposable diapers in the past week, 70% of the respondents
replied 'Yes'. They estimated that the overall penetration was
about 35% in 1986.
Huggies was retailed at supermarket chains as well as the
independent drug stores. The sales volume of independent drug
stores was slightly higher then that of chain stores.
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They agreed that the market for disposable diapers was
continuously growing at a rapid rate in Hong Kong. They were
expecting the market would grow at almost 20% per annum in the next
couple of years. They were aware that Japanese products such as
Mamy.._Poko were marketing aggressively recently in Hong Kong. They
were hoping that they could maintain their market share for the time
being until the introduction of Ultratrim Huggies in Hong Kong.
Ultratrim Huggies is the next generation of Huggies which has
already been launched in the US recently. When ultratrim arrived,
they would launch an advertising campaign in a bid to capture a
bigger market share.
(2) Disposable Soft Goods Ltd.
Disposable Soft Goods Ltd. is the manufacturer for Fitti and
Pet Pet in Hong Kong. The interviewee was an ex-marketing manager
with the company who left in late 1986.
Fitti was positioned at the middle-grade diaper market,
whereas Pet Pet was targeted at the low-end market. Although
Pampers and Huggies were the market leader in terms of their
quality, Fitti and Pet Pet together had the biggest market share in
Hong Kong. He reckoned that Fitti had about 30% market share and
Pet Pet had about 10%. Most of the mothers were very price concious
and there were still .a lot of young couples who could not afford to
use Huggies or Pampers which would cost them up to HK$300 per month
per baby.
The annual wholesale value for their products in Hong Kong
was over HK$90 million. They also exported about the same amount to
Southeast Asian Countries and North America. Part of the products
sold to some of the wholesalers were also exported by the
wholesalers to Southeast Asian Countries. The quantity exported
indirectly was unknown.
They had also done a market survey in 1984. They found that
the market penetration was about 30% at that time.
During his years as marketing manager, he found that
advertising was a crucial factor for capturing market share. Sales
dropped significantly once they finished an advertising campaign.
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Independent drug stores constituted about 70% of their sales
whereas chain supermarkets were about 30%.
Disposable Soft Goods Ltd. was very profitable. Net pro it
was between HK415-20 million in the past few year.
(3) Park'N Shop
An executive from the buying office of Park'N Shop was
briefly interviewed. Most of the popular brands of disposable
diapers were available at Park'N Shop supermarkets. A sales ranking
report for different brands was obtained. The total sales of.
Pampers diapers by Park'N Shop in 1986 was HK$3,269,096, whereas
Huggies was HK$3,571,164 and Fitti together with Pet Pet was
HK$3,978,328. Sales of other brands were insignificant compared
with these leading brands.
There was a significant drop in the sales of Fitti. Sales of
Fitti in 1985 was HK$4,717,008 whereas in 1986 was HK$3,392,054
which represented a drop of 28% in dollar value. The sales drop
could be due to the introduction of Ultra Pampers in 1986. Sales of
Ultra Pampers was HK$1,146,332 in 1986.
(4) Watson's
A store manager of the Watson's in joraan aistricz was
interviewed. Watson's sold quite a variety of goods including
drugs, cosmetics, stationery, fictions, confectionery and toys.
Their main business was in dispensing. However, they had a small
baby-care products section. Surprisingly only two brands of
disposable diapers were available. One was Huggies and the other
one was Cuddlies which was imported by Watson's directly from
Ireland.
Huggies sold at HK$29.90 per pack, which was about 10% more
expensive than Park'N Shop. According to the store manager,
disposable diapers were very slow-movingitems. People just did not
go to Watson's for disposable diapers. They preferred to go to
supermarkets or drug stores. Watson's was not interested in selling
diapers because it was too bulky and took up too much shelf space.
The profit margin was too slim to them. Comparing with the up to
50% margin they could make from drugs, .prof it margin for diapers was
below 20%.
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There were more brands of diapers' available at Watson's
before. However, they were dropped because of their slow turnover.
The remaining two brands that managed to stay on the shelf just
because Watson's wanted to have a more complete product range.
An adult incontinence pad called Depend Briet was available
at Watson's. According to the store manager it was also very slow
moving. Turnover for adult incontinence pads was much bigger at
those Watson's situated in Tsim Tsa Tsui area.
(5) Seven-Eleven
An executive from the buying office of Seven-Eleven was
briefly interviewed. Only Huggies was available at the larger ones
of the Seven-Eleven stores. Turnover of disposable diapers was
relatively small. Probably most people knew that goods at
Seven-Eleven were more expensive than supermarkets. Mothers would
not go to Seven-Eleven for buying diapers regularly. Average
transaction of each purchase was below HK10 at Seven-Eleven. A
pack of Huggies cost HK$31.50. It was considered as a relatively
expensive item at Seven-Eleven.
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CHAPTER IV
DISPOSABLE DIAPER MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
Materials Used For Disposable Diapers
Disposable diapers are made from a combination of several
layers of different materials. Each layer has its own specific
function for keeping the babies' skin dry. Different manufacturers
use slightly different materials. In general, materials used in
disposable diapers may be summarised as follows:
1) Cellulose pulp
Cellulose pulp is derived from coniferous wood. It is used
to form the fluff used as the core part of a disposable
diaper. Fluff is a good absorbent material and it can absorb
liquid rapidly. A drawback of fluff is that when the wet
fluff is under pressure, the absorbed liquid will be released.
2) Cellulose wadding
Cellulose wadding forms the exterior casing of a fluff pad
It maintains a pad compact while in use.
3) Nonwoven
Nonwoven forms the inner surface of a disposable diaper.
Nonwoven does not absorb liquid. Urine can pass through the
nonwoven and absorbed by the fluff pad while the nonwoven
remains drv so that the baby can be kept comfortable.
4) Polyethylene
Polyethylene is a plastic film which forms the outer surface
of a disposable diaper. It is used to prevent leakage when
the fluff Dad cannot hold any more urine.
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5) Superabsorbent polymer
Superabsorbent polymer is used in thin disposable diapers
which contains less fluff. Superabsorbent polymer is
powder-like material which is either mixed with fluff or
sprayed between two layers of cellulose wadding tissue.
Superabsorbent polymer will swell and become jelly-like beads
when wet. It can absorb large quantity of liquid. Liquid
absorbed cannot be released even the polymer is under
pressure.
6) Elastic Bands
White natural elastic bands are used in disposable diapers at
the shaped elastic leg which can help to provide a better fit.
7) Hot-melt Glues
Hot-melt Glues are used as adhesive for binding the nonwoven,
polyethylene and elastic band together.
Manufacturing Process of Disposable Diapers
Although each brand of disposable diapers has its own features
and there are variations in the manufacturing process adopted by
different manufacturers, the manufacturing technology is quite
mature and standardised. The process can be summarised in the
following steps:
Def ibration
This process takes place in the unwinding section ana the nammer
mill section. Pulp reels are unwinded from a stand and then the
pulp is hammered to form the fluff. Water is sprayed on the pulp
immediately before it is introduced into the mill. This ensured the
appropriate humidity of.. the fluff is attained.
Mat Formation
The fluff produced is conveyed to a forming section where a
continuous fluff pad is formed. A sheet of cellulose wadding wraps
the pad in this section.
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Debulking and Shaping
The continuous pad flows through a debulking unit consisting
of adjustable cylinders to obtain the predetermined thickness. Then
follows the shaping of the fluff pad by means of rotary dies. Fluff
waste which are cut-off by the rotary dies can be recirculated back
to the defibrating section for recycling.
Cross-cutting
The shaped continuous pad is cut in this section to form
individual Dads.
Nonwoven, Polyethylene and Elastic Bond Coupling
Nonwoven which forms the inner surface of a diaper,
polyethylene which forms the outer surface of a diaper and elastic
band which forms the lateral gathering are adhered to the separate
pad by hot-melt adhesive.
Adding of Self-adhesive Tape :labs
Self-adhesive tape tabs are applied to the both sides of the
diaper from two synchronized heads.
Nonwoven, Polyethylene Shaping
At this point, a second rotary die shapes the
nonwoven-polyethylene laminated diaper. The excessive parts of the
diaper are cut-off.
Longitudinal Folding and Transverse Folding
A diaper is folded longitudinally and transversely by a
special-roller. It is also pressed to form a uniform appearance.
Quality Control
Finished products which do not meet the requirements of
quality control are detected by sensors and are automatically
discharged.
Counting and Stacking
Finished diapers are collected piece by piece by a rotating
paddle. They are grouped and stacked and then conveyed to the final
nackaeina station.
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The Machinery for Diaper Manufacturing
Disposable diaper machines are readily available from several
specialised machinery manufacturer. Nowadays, diaper machines are
fully automatic. Raw materials such as pulp, nonwoven,
polyethylene, elastic bands and adhesive are fed in from one end and
then disposable diapers which are uniformly folded, pressed and
stacked are output from the other end.
As the process is quite standardised and the machine is a
fully automatic and integrated piece of machinery. Machine
manufacturer would also be capable to provide the knowhow of diaper
manufacturing.
A typical diaper machine can produce 300 disposable diaper
per minute. That is 144,000 diapers per day for one eight-hour
shift. For a working year of 250 working days, a machine can
produce 36 million diapers. This quantity is enough to satisfy the
needs of about 16,400 babies. Sophisticated machine used by Procter
Gamble can run at a speed of 550 diapers per minute.
A typical disposable diaper machine costs about US$0.8- 1.2
million. The leading manufacturer of such kind of machinery in
Europe is Fameccanica in Italy. Fameccanica has sold about 90
machines world-wide. There are also-several Italian machine makers
which make diaper machines such as Daipers and Nuova Red Italiana.
Modo Converting Machinery AB in Sweden is also another leading
machine maker in Europe. The leading machine maker in the U.S. is





Based on the previous research it would be reasonable to
estimate that the current market for disposable diapers is about
HK1200 million, and it is growing at about 20% per year. A
successful product can achieve a 30% market share such as Fitti.
However, as there are more diapers entering the market, it would be
too optimistic to assume that a new product could achieve such a
market- share.
The financial analysis will be based on the following
forecast.








The cost analysis is based on the manufacturing of mediun
size diapers.
Costs of materials














A typical machine when operated at full speed would require
four machine operators and four persons for packaging and moving the
cartons into the warehouse. Assuming the machine will operate for
24 days per month and 8 hours per day, it can produce 3,456,000
diapers per month. The labour costs for 8 workers will be about
24,000 per month. Labour cost per diaper is about 0.71









Assumptions: 1) The machine costs HK$7 million and it is amortised
in 100 months on a straight-line basis.
2) The factory requires a space of 12,000 square feet.
The rent-is at HK$5 per square feet.
3) Advertising budget is based on the average
expenditure of the industry.
4) The salaries are for the following staff:
1 general manager (HK$13000/month)
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1 production manager (HK$8000/month)




Assuming the average wholesale price is HKtl.l per diaper:
1,003,937 diapersBreakeven $510.00(
HK$(1.1-0.592)
or equivalent to a wholesale value of HK$1.1 million per month and
HKd13.2 million per year.
Pro Forma Income Statement
in Hong Kong Dollars




3,860,000 8,849,000Profit before Tax (576,000)
1,592,820591,120Taxation 18%
7,256,1803,268,880Profit after tax (576,000)
Cash Budgeting
(HK$'000)
Year 2Year 1 Year 3
29,70019,2009,000Cash Inflow
23.55117,74012,576Cash Outflow
6,1491,460Net cash flow (3,576)
Note: Assuming collection period for account receivable is 3 months.
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HO 300,000Initial operating expenses
HK4,000,000Working capital
HK$11,78O,000Total
Note: A 70% percent leasing can be obtained for the machine. That
can reduce the initial investment by HK4.9 million. However,
normal terms of repayment by leasing is 3 years only. That means
the working capital required will be increased by about HKtl.8
million. The total investment required will be reduced to HK8.7
million.
Discounted Cash Flow Rate Of Return
Assuming that the Year 3 net profit was discounted at 1U70
The net present value of the Year 3 net profit is HK$5.16 million.





CONCLUSIONS: OPPORTUNITIES AND PROBLEMS
As household income in Hong Kong has been growing
continuously in the last decade, the market for disposable diapers
has been expanding rapidly. With the future economy looking bright,
it is expected that the market expansion will continue. There is a
78 percent market penetration in the United States. This compares
with an estimated 35 percent market penetration in Hong Kong. Thus,
there is still substantial room for market expansion here.
From the financial analysis, we can see that the,
disposable diaper business is a very profitable one. Certainly it
is based on the assumptions that the finished products are of good
quality and can be marketed successfully. Raising the minimum
required capital of almost nine million Hong Kong dollars can be a
problem to some entrepreneurs. Banks are normally reluctant to lend
money to new companies without collateral. However, as venture
capital is available in Hong Kong now, that may be a solution for
raising capital.
Technology-wise the barrier of establishing a local
disposable diaper manufacturing facility is not difficult to
overcome. Disposable diaper manufacturing is a mature technology.
Production machinery is fully automatic. Machine makers can provide
the knowhow of diaper manufacturing together with their machines.
However, recruiting skilled machine operators and experienced
maintenance mechanics can be problems. There are not many people
with the right kind of experience in Hong Kong. Certainly machine
makers can provide extensive training to inexperienced workers
either on site or at the machine maker's factory, but that would be
rather costly.
Some features'of the latest diapers produced in the United
States are patented world-wide. An example is the elastic-waist of
Ultra Pampers. This is a problem that local manufacturers must
overcome by avoiding producing diapers identical to those patented
diapers.
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Finding the right factory space is not difficult at
present in Hong Kong. Many multi-storey factories in Kowloon Bay
and Shatin areas are suitable for such purpose. However, the prices
of factory properties have been increasing rapidly recently. This
may--affect the production costs.
Two Japanese disposable diapers were introduced into Hong
Kong in 1986. Both of them came into the market using aggressive
advertising campaigns. There may be more foreign diaper
manufacturers attracted by the local market in the future. The
marketplace may become crowded in the near future. The success of
local manufacturers would very much rely on the quality of the
products and a sucessful marketing strategy.
There are other opportunities which' can be explored
further. As the population in Hong Kong is aging, the market for
incontinence pads will grow substantially in the future. This
provides a good opportunity for diaper manufacturers as they can
utilize their knowhow and manufacturing capability in baby diapers
to tackle this new market.
Soft Disposable Goods Limited, the existing diaper
manufacturer in Hong Kong, export almost fifty percent of their
diapers to Southeast Asian countries. Apparently, there is a good
opportunity for exporting diapers. The potential of the export
market has to be studied further.
Disposable diapers are sold in supermarkets for visitors
in China now, although the majority of the population still cannot
afford such a luxury at present. However, as living standards in
China are improving day by day, some of the relatively affluent
people in China may start buying diapers for their babies in the
near future. This ..also provides a good opportunity for
entrepreneurs to invest in China in the form of a joint venture.
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APPENDIX I
ILLUSTRATION OF DISPOSABLE U1ANtK,)














Jaistband: Medium Density Yoiyetnyiene
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ILLUSTRATION OF A TYPICAL DISPOSABLE DIAPER MANUFACTURING MACHINE
DISPOSABLE BABY DIAPER MANUFACTURING MACHINE












HOTMELT ELASTICOWAISTBAND PULP COLLABARRIERAPOLY POLPA
DISPOSABLE BABY DIAPER MANUFACTURING MACHINE
WITH/WITHOUT WAIST POLY BARRIER
YZX X X X
O J K N O1A B C D E F G H O2 P Q R S T U V
L1 L2 L3 M
A) CELLULOSE PULP ROLL STAND O) TAPE TAB APPLICATOR (LEFT+RIGHT BODY) WITH ROLLS STANDS
B) HAMMER MILL P) HOURGLASS SHAPING OF OUTERWRAP(DIE OR WATER JET)
C) FLUFF MAT FORMING Q) PULLING+DEBULKING
D) SUPERABSORBENT POLYMER APPLICATION R) FOLDING ALONG MACHINE DIRECTION
E) TISSUE ROLLS STAND+WRAPPING S) PULLING+DEBULKING
F) PULLING+DEBULKING T) CROSS CUTTING
U) CROSS FOLDINGG) HOURGLASS SHAPING OF MAT (DIE OR WATER JET)
H) CROSS CUTTING V) COUNTING+STACKING UNIT (VERTICAL OR HORIZONTAL STACKS)
I) POLY BLUE ROLLS STAND X) ELECTRIC PANELS
J) NONWOVEN ROLLS STAND+POLY BLUE STRIP APPLICATION Y) OUTERWRAP CUTOFFS WASTEBOX
K) POLY ROLLS STAND AND ELASTIC BAND APPLICATION Z) WATER FILTERING UNIT
L) HOT MELT APPLICATORS E). I), J), K). WITH TENSION CONTROLAND UNWINDING UNIT
M) WATER JET PUMP 1), J. K), WITH AUTOMATICFLY SPLICING
N) PULLINC+DEBULKING
Technical Specifications
Power supply: Kw 265/285 Electrical supply: power imput 380 Volts 50 Hz 3ph+neutral
Air: control imput 24 Volts A.C.6 atm, working pressure
Air consumption: L/min. 650, Free air command imput 24 Volts A.C.
Total weight: Kgs 44.500 approx. other electrical specs at request
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HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS HONG KONG 1986 BY-CENSUS
HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS
15. Number of Domestic Households
Average Annual Average AnnualDomesticYear










With a decrease in household size, the number of domestic








16.022.56 and over 29.1
100.0100.0Total 100.0
67 3.7Nverage household size 3.9
There was a steady increase in the proportion of households
with 2 to 5 persons and a fast decrease in the proportion of households
with 6 or more persons during the years 1976-86. The proportion of
single-person households remained unchanged at the 15 per cent level.
As a result, the average household size showed a significant decrease over
the 10-year period. Whereas there were 4.2 persons per domestic household







59.254.460.2One unextended nuclear family
One vertically extended nuclear
family (3)
11.913.69.4
One horizontally extended nuclear
2.12.42.0family(4)
6.26.36.0Two or more nuclear families
Related persons forming no
4.85.95.5nuclear family
2.12.22.1Unrelated persons
Households composed only of
persons who do not usually
0.8live there
100.0100.0100.0Total
Note: (1) Household composition is derived from the 'relationship to head
of household' of each household member enumerated in a domestic
household. It shows the structure of a household in terms of
(a) the number of family nuclei and (b) the relationship between
the family nucleus and other related household members. A family
nucleus consists of one of the following combinations:
(i) a married couple without children
(ii) a married couple with one or more never married children or
(iii) one parent (either father or mother) with one or more never
married children.
For the 1986 By-census household composition. was derives oaseo
on the relationship of all persons who usually lived in the house-
hold, whereas for the previous two censuses it was based on the
relationship of persons who were found to be in the household on
the census reference night.
(2) One unextended nuclear family is a family nucleus wltnout otner
related household members.
(3) One vertically extended nuclear family is a family nucleus with
other related household members not of the same generation.
(4) One horizontally extended nuclear family is a family nucleus with




There were relatively more single nuclear families and less verti-
cally extended nuclear families in 1976 than in 1981. However, over the
mast five years. the trend seemed to have reverted to the position in 1976.
Household Income
The following table compares the distribution of household income
in the years 1976-86. It should be noted that the comparison does not make
any allowance for inflation during this period as household incomes are























For households receiving incomes under $2,000 a month, the
proportion decreased from 69.4 per cent in 1976 to 9.7 per cent in 1986.
The household income of over $2,000 was more spread in 1986 than 10 years
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ago. The proportion of households with incomes of -$10,000 or 'more
increased by 17 percentage points over the 10,-year period.
The median monthly household income increased 262 per cent,
from $1,425 in 1976 to $5,160 in 1986. Discounting the increase in consumer
prices between 1976 and 1986, real income for households increased 58
per cent over the period, or grew at an average annual rate of 7.3 per
cent during the first half of the period and at a rate of 2.7 per cent
during the latter half.
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AGE DISTRIBUTION- HONG KONG 1986 BY-CENSUS








Note: (1) The number of males per 1 000 females.
The upward trend in the sex ratio of the population during the
latter half of the 1970s came to a halt in the early 1980s. This can be
explained by a reduction in the inflow of illegal immigrants (who were
predominantly male) as a result of the revision of immigration policy at the
end of 1980. The sex ratio showed a slight increase over the period 1976-86,
falling back from a peak in 1981.
(b) Age distribution
Percentaqe
1976 1981 1986Age Group
Under 15 24.830.1 23.1
68.664.4 69.315- 64
5.5 6.665 and over 7.6
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
Median age 23.9 26.0 28.6
The trends over the 10-year period were:
(a) a steady decrease in the Proportion of the population
aged below 15
(b) a slow increase in the proportion of the population
aged' 65 and above and
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(c) a continuous increase in the proportion of the population
aged between 15 and 64.
As a result of these changes, the median age of the population
increased significantly from 23.9 in 1976 to 28.6 in 1986. The population





FOR THE MONTH OF DEC '86
NT 1
W4
P-T-D SALES Y-T-D SALES
DESCRIPTION BRAND SP*PACK*SIZE GP YcY cY LY LY CY cY LY LY GP %
QTY RETAIL QTY BETAIL QTY REIAIL QTY RETAIL
ULTRA DIAP. DIAPERS PAMPER 1* 8*24'S 486 138835 0 00 12.22 A739 522420 0ULTRA DIAP. DIAPER-L PAMPER 1 8*20'S 418 133966 0 0 12.31 01288 434866 0 17.4417.62HUGGIES C/R-MEDIUM 7.53KLEENE 11* 4*48'S 490 118940 2.83 263 184046
DIAPER-MED PAMPER 12*20'S 376 105336 0 0 1.75 1233 351123 0 0 5.13
ULTRA DIAP. DIAPERS- PAMPER 1 8*30'S 346 9.9907 0 00 12.31 1174 .354186 0 0 17.74
.HUGGIES C/P-LARGE KLEENE 1 4*33'S 402 9.7776 0 7.66 673 167366 0 8.58DISPOSABLE DIAPER-ME FITTI. 1 12*15S 332 94819 448, 123648 11.41 6076 1658017 8984 2333844, 11.46
HUGGIES (LARGE) KLEENE 1* 12*-12'S 276 84456 406, 118876 9.69 3837 1181788 4424 1243117 12.50
HUGGIES (NED) KLEENE 1* 12*18'S. 257 78642 335 98088 3385 103164 4048 112S291
DIAPER-M MERRIE 1* 6*24'S 310 04170 0 10.460 866 179262 0 0 10.83
DISPCSABLE DIAPER-LG FITTI 1* 12*12'S 211 60261 309 85284 11.41 3472 967910 5507 1455794 .13.66
DISPCSABLE DIAPER-SM FITTI 1 12*24S 204 5E262 205 56580 11.41 2737 766126 3573 927370 13.72
DIAPER-L MERRIE 1 6*24'S 179 49941 0 0 9.81 157635565 0 0 10.04
DIAPER-LARGE PAMPER 1 18*12'S 113 49451 126 58741 17.45 1550 687168 1054 481984 16.89
HUGGIES. C/P-NEW. BORN KLEENE 1* 4*66'S 202 45156 0 0 7.91 457 114726 0 0
DIAPER-MED(EA) PA14PER 1 12*16'S 164 48445 166 40413 12.13 1878 526714 1128 301742 14.55
DIAPER-SML PAMPER 119 41406 135 40170 13.53 1611 5546961130 364827 16.60 H
BABY CNE MAY LINERS J&J 1 1 24*100'S 79 41332 61 687 349092 13152 5473 20.87 615091 17.83
HUiGIES C/P-EA KLEENE 1 4*40'S 40288 0166 0 6.20 433 109034 0 a 5.46
CIAPtR-S 4*24'SMERRIE 0301 34314 0 14.52 557 03498 0 14.510
HUGGIES (EXTRA Aa) KLEENE. 12*14'S 111 915 274114 169233966 59 17275. 9.80 504774 13.07
hUGaIES (NEW PORN) KLEENE 1* 12*24S 105 32130 186 1652 498442 166954448 9.97 495717 11.93
209460irAUY FRESH WIPE W/TI SCGTT 1* 18*40'S 75968 66 17701 21.6619828 919 236547 21.46
1* 24*10'S 23 11481 16 7987 24.97 286 145771 243 114988 25.02
DIAPER-NIGHTINE BABYLO 1* 18*14'S 93 10405 0.00 4620 0 81496 792 139708 13.26
DIAPER-STANDARD BABYLO 1* 18*20'S 4560 155523 0.000 88 84780438 149410 13.26
147129DIAPER-NEWBORA BABYLO 1* 24*20'S 7760 0 81 15357 0.00 358 67876 15.08
DISPCSABLE DIAPER-L MERRIS 1* 12*12'S 0 0 0 0 0.00 508 192962 0 0 17.73
DISCSABLE DIAPER-M MERRIE 1* 12*12'S 0 0 7500 0 0.00 209874 0 0 15.94
DISPOSABLE DIAPER-ME PET PE 1* 20*12'S 48954 0.00000 199 884 217438 24448 574708 13.81
DISPCSABLE DIAPER-LG PET PE 1* 20*8'S 00 30996 0.00 602 148060 1575126 369102 13.80




















LINE SALES RANKING REPORT
FOR THE MONTH OF DEC •85
1IENT
Y-T-D SALESW4 P-T-D SALES
LY GP %LYCYCYGP %LYLYCYCY RETAILSP*PACK*SIZE QTYBRANDDESCRIPTION QTY RETAILQTY RETAILRETAILQTY
9046 2218209 10.238984 2333844490 135240 15.21448 123648DISPOSABLE DIAPER-Me FITTI 976741 4.021* 12*18'S 4424 1243117 34199.82219 68065406 118876 631160 8.931* 12*12'S 1195291KLEENE 2203HUGGIES (LARGE) 4048
5186132 41025 10.34 11.93335 980881* 12*18'S 1284974KLEENEHUGGIES (MED) 5507 1455794333 91908 15.21309 352841* 12*12'S 0 14.790DISPOSABLE DIAPER-LG FITTI 1054 4819840 17.080
LARGE 126 587411* 18*12'S 650032 10.99PAMPER 3573 927370 2673136 37536 15.21205 56580 10071* 12*24'S 281505 9.79DISPOSABLE DIAPER=SM FITTI 1669 49571777 23931 10.32186 544491* 12*24'S 0 15.32KLEENE 0HUGGIES (NEW BORN) 1474 4031650 19.160179 51390DAMPER 1* 12*18'S 370224 13.941725DISPOSABLE DIAPER-ME 2448 574708
301742
35334 13.82151199 48954PET PE 1* 20*12'S 0DISPOSABLE DIAPER-ME 11280 18.950166 46413 0 13.090PAMPER 1* 12*16'SDISPOSABLE DIAPER-ME 1130 3648270 17.950135 461701* 12*26'S 968 212976 14.19DISPOSABLE DIAPER-SM PAMPER 1575 36910291 21294 13.82126 30906 194670 14.201* 20*3'SPET PE 885DISPOSABLE DIAPER-LG 1475 34698274 17316 13.82117 28732PET PE 463063 15.161* 20*16'S 989DISPOSABLE DIAPER-SM 1315 6150916.5253 2518561 25473 197456 21.268221* 24*100'S 919 236547BABY ONE WAY LINERS J&J 20221 20.728266 177011* 13*40'S 450766 10.261611RAY FRESH WIPE W/TI SCOTT 1692 50477496 29836 9.1459 17275 217782 13.341* 12*14'S 1253KLEENEHUGGIES (EXTRA AB) 792 1397089702 13.265503 164059ABYLO 1* 18*14'S 212463 13.291221DIAPER-NIGHTIME 847 1494108906 13.265188 155231* 18*20'S 182380 15.13976BABYLO 776 147129DIAPER-STANDARD 9859 15.0881 521535724*20'S 127161 19.87358BABYLO 1 357 126806DIAPER-NEW90RN 33 11721 19.76923526 108940 26.651* 24*100'sBABYLO 280DIAPER LINERS 243 114988
4029626 24.9721 20.89798716 810241* 24*10'SDISPOSABLE UNDERPAD CURITY 476 1007688160 20.6240670432 0 0.001* 20*50'S 00BABY DIAPER LININGS INDA 00 15.6503172
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